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Product
The iWhite Sonic Toothbrush with charcoal bristles sweeps away plaque and gives you an amazing, beautiful, white smile. 

The 40 000 high-speed sonic vibrations whip up your toothpaste into plaque fighting bubbles. These bubbles will drive deep between your teeth 
and along the gum line for exceptional cleaning. When used in combination with the iWhite Dark Stains toothpaste, it removes even better 
plaque and superficial stains from coffee, tea, wine and tobacco. 

This electric toothbrush allows you to customize your brushing with a choice of 5 different modes and contains a rechargeable battery with 3 
months of battery life. 

Features

Instructions
1. Choose your favorite brushing mode. 

2. Wet the bristles and apply a small amount of iWhite Dark Stains toothpaste on your toothbrush. 

3. Place the toothbrush bristles against the teeth (do not press hard). To get a better cleaning, brush your teeth at a slight 
angle (45 degrees).

4. Gently keep the bristles placed on the teeth and in the gumline. Brush your teeth with small back and forth motion.

5. After you have completed brushing, the brush will turn off automatically after 2 minutes. If you would like to stop earlier, 
press the power button for 2 seconds.

Warning 
Children aged below 12 years old are not recommended to use this product. Replace iWhite charcoal-infused brush heads every 3 months 
to achieve optimal results. Only iWhite replacement brush heads can be used on this device. Read carefully the internal leaflet for complete 
instructions for use, precautions and further information.

Content 
1 Electrical toothbrush  |  1 USB charger  |  1 Replaceable head 

Use the iWhite Sonic Toothbrush in combination with our other iWhite products for long-lasting whitening results.
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Dark Stains
i n s t a n t  t e e t h  w h i t e n i n g

Sonic Toothbrush

Charcoal-infused 
Sonic Toothbrush 
for superior whitening

Charcoal 
The unique charcoal bristles help to remove stains on 
the teeth to give you a beautiful smile. 

Superior vibrations 
The iWhite Sonic charcoal-infused toothbrush vibrates 
up to 40,000 times per minute to remove more dental 
plaque.

Timer
It only takes 2 minutes to clean your teeth thoroughly. 
The timer gives a signal each 30 seconds to change 
the quadrant. After 2 minutes, the toothbrush stops 
automatically.

5 brushing functions 
1. Clean: the ultimate plaque removal
2. Sensitive: extra gentle 2-minute mode for sensitive 

teeth and gums
3. Gum Care: long amplitude vibration for gum massage
4. White: sonic vibration with alternate amplitudes to 

remove plaque and stains and whiten teeth
5. Polish: strong 2-minute vibration for teeth whitening 

and polish

3-month battery life 
USB charging toothbrush, convenient to use at home or 
while travelling. Can be charged by PC, power bank, car 
or phone charger. If fully charged the battery will last up 
to 3 months (if used 4 minutes a day).
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